Context. Consistent modeling of protoplanetary disks requires the simultaneous solution of both continuum and line radiative transfer, heating/cooling balance between dust and gas and, of course, chemistry. Such models depend on panchromatic observations that can provide a complete description of the physical and chemical properties and energy balance of protoplanetary systems. Along these lines we present a homogeneous, panchromatic collection of data on a sample of 85 T Tauri and Herbig Ae objects for which data cover a range from X-rays to centimeter wavelengths. Datasets consist of photometric measurements, spectra, along with results from the data analysis such as line fluxes from atomic and molecular transitions. Additional properties resulting from modeling of the sources such as disc mass and shape parameters, dust size and PAH properties are also provided for completeness. Aims. The purpose of this data collection is to provide a solid base that can enable consistent modeling of the properties of protoplanetary disks. To this end, we performed an unbiased collection of publicly available data that were combined to homogeneous datasets adopting consistent criteria. Targets were selected based on both their properties but also on the availability of data. Methods. Data from more than 50 different telescopes and facilities were retrieved and combined in homogeneous datasets directly from public data archives or after being extracted from more than 100 published articles. X-ray data for a subset of 56 sources represent an exception as they were reduced from scratch and are presented here for the first time.
Introduction
Knowledge is advanced with the systematic analysis and interpretation of data. This statement is especially valid in fields such as contemporary astrophysics, amongst others, where observational data play a fundamental role in describing objects and phenomena on different cosmic scales. Data alone is however not sufficient; it is the accurate description of data, the evaluation of the data quality (collectively coined as metadata), and the integration of data into large datasets that can provide a solid basis for understanding the mechanisms involved in diverse physical phenomena. Such datasets can then be analyzed consistently and systematically through meta-analysis to confirm existing and reveal new trends and global patterns.
The study of star and planet formation, in particular, is a field that requires extensive wavelength coverage for an appropriate characterization of sources. Such coverage can only be obtained by combining data from different facilities and instruments, which, however come with very different qualities (e.g. angular and spectral resolution, sensitivity and spatial/spectral coverage). The importance of the study of protoplanetary disks is today even more pronounced when seen from the perspective of planet formation and habitability. Protoplanetary discs are indeed the places where the complex process of planet formation takes place, described by presently two competing theories. The core accretion theory (Laughlin et al. 2004; Ida & Lin 2005) , initially developed to explain our Solar System architecture, posits collisional growth of sub-micron sized dust grains up to kmsized planetesimals on timescales of 10 5 to 10 7 years, and further growth to Earth-sized planets by gravitational interactions. Once protoplanetary cores of ten Earth-masses have formed, the surrounding gas is gravitationally captured to form gas giant planets. Alternatively, gravitational instabilities in discs may directly form planets on much shorter timescales (few thousand years), but require fairly high densities and short cooling timescales at large distances from the star (Boss 2009; Rice & Armitage 2009 ). The field is going through major developments following recent advances in instrumentation (e.g. ALMA, VLT/SPHERE Ansdell et al. 2016; Garufi et al. 2017 , respectively) but also due to more complex and sophisticated numerical codes. This input challenges our understanding of disk evolution, so it becomes increasingly important to evaluate it and interpret the data in terms of physical disc properties such as disc mass and geometry, dust size properties and chemical concentrations.
Observations of protoplanetary discs are challenging to interpret since physical densities in the discs span more than ten orders of magnitude, ranging from about 10 15 particles/cm 3 in the midplane close to the star to typical molecular cloud densities of 10 4 particles per cm 3 in the distant upper disc regions. At the same time, temperatures range from several 1000K in the inner disc to only 10 -20K at distances of several 100 au. The central star provides high energy UV and X-ray photons which are scattered into the disc where they drive various non-equilibrium processes. The exact structure of the discs is not known, but it strongly affects the excitation of atoms and molecules and therefore their spectral appearance in form of emission lines. The morphology of the inner disk regions, for example, is expected to have a direct impact on the appearance of the outer disk. An inclined inner disc geometry or a puffed up morphology will cast shadows in the outer disc regions, while gaps may allow the direct illumination of the inner rim of the outer disc. Such complex disk topologies can be understood only through multiwavelength studies. Emission at short wavelengths (X-ray, UV, optical) links to the high-energy processes like mass accretion, stellar activity, and jet acceleration close to the star. Intermediate wavelengths (near to mid-IR) trace the nature and distribution of dust and gas in the inner disc, while observations at longer wavelengths provide information about the total mass and chemistry of the gas and dust in the most extended parts of the disc. A better understanding of these multi-wavelength observations requires consistent models that are capable of treating all important physical and chemical processes in detail, simultaneously, in the entire disc.
In this paper we present a coherent, panchromatic observational datasets for 85 protoplanetary disks and their host stars, and derive the physical parameters and properties for a subset of 24 discs. The present collection was created as one of the two main pillars (the other being consistent thermochemical modeling) of the "DiscAnalysis" (DIANA) 1 project, aiming to perform a homogeneous and consistent modeling of their gas and dust properties with the use of sophisticated codes such as ProDiMo (Woitke et al. 2009; Kamp et al. 2010; Thi et al. 2011; Woitke et al. 2016; Kamp et al. 2017) , MCFOST (Pinte et al. 2006 (Pinte et al. , 2009 and MCMax ). In the context of the DiscAnalysis project, data assemblies for each individual source along with modeling results for both continuum and line emission are now publicly distributed through the "DiscAnalysis Object Database" (DIOD) 2 . The basic functionalities of the enduser interface of DIOD is presented in Appendix A.
The Data
The majority of the sample sources consists of Class II and III, T Tauri and Herbig Ae systems. Selected targets cover an age spread between ∼ 1 and 10 million years and spectral types ranging from B9 to M3. Sources were selected based on availability and overlap of good quality data across the electromagnetic spectrum. We avoided known multiple objects where disc properties are known to be modified by the gravitational interaction of the companion and that at different wavelengths and angular resolutions may appear as single objects. We also avoided highly variable objects and in most cases edge-on disc geometry, as in such configurations the stellar properties are not well constrained and often remain unknown. In terms of sample demographics, the sample consists of 13 Herbig Ae, 7 transition disks, 58 T Tauri systems along with 7 embedded (Class I) sources or systems in an edge-on configuration (Table 1) .
Most of the data presented here were retrieved from public archives but were also collected from more than 100 published articles. In a few cases, unpublished datasets were collected through private communications. An exception to the above is the X-ray data that were reduced for the purposes of this project and are presented in this paper for the first time. Datasets consist of photometric data points along with spectra, where available. Together, they provide a complete description of the spectral energy distribution (SED). Such data were assembled from more than 150 individual filters and spectral chunks observed with ∼50 different telescopes/facilities. Information on the gas content of disks is provided in the form of measured fluxes per transition for different atoms and molecules, and when available, as complete spectral line profiles.
A basic data quality check was performed using the following scheme: for data assembled from large surveys we propagated the original data quality flags; however, in cases that more datasets exist at the same or adjacent wavelengths, flags were modified to reflect inconsistencies and systematic (e.g. calibration) errors. In all cases links to the relevant papers are maintained so that the end-user can efficiently trace back the original data resources. An example showing different qualities of assembled data are given in the SED plots in Fig. 1 , while the complete collection of SEDs for all sources is provided as online material in Fig. 2 .
In the following sections we provide a detailed account of the major facilities/resources used to assemble our data sample. An overview of the assembled photometric/spectroscopic datasets per wavelength regime along with information on the number of line fluxes and high resolution imaging information for each individual source is provided in Table 1. O. Dionatos et al.: Consistent dust and gas models for protoplanetary disks IV. A panchromatic view of protoplanetary disks TD1  JOHNSON  STROMGREN  VILNIUS  TYCHO  USNOB1  COUSINS  GENEVA  GALEX  SDSS  2MASS  IRAS  AKARI  WISE  SCUBA  IRAC  <UV> Fig. 1. Example of "raw" collected data represented as Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) diagrams for three sources (top row). Data for AB Aur (left panel) delineate well the stellar and disk emission and show little scatter. The same is true for MWC 480 (mid panel), the Akari data points however show some deviation when compared to the Spitzer/IRS spectra. For a weaker source like LkCa 15 (right panel), the scatter is significant due to certain, not well pointed observations, and therefore the SED is not well defined. SED plots for all sources are given as online data in Fig. 2 . Lower row presents the actual modeled data for the three sources, after being hand-selected for consistency.
X-rays
While X-rays do not provide direct information about the disk, they can represent an important part of the total stellar radiation field which is directly affects the physical and chemical structure of the disc. We mined the XMM-Newton 3 (Jansen et al. 2001 ) and Chandra 4 (Weisskopf et al. 2000) mission-archives for X-ray observations of our target-list and obtained data for 56 sources (Table 2) . X-ray data was extracted by using the SAS software (version 12.0.1) for the XMM-Newton data and the CIAO software (version 4.6.1) for the Chandra data. The CALDB calibration data used for the spectral extraction of the Chandra data were taken from version 4.6.2., while the XMM-Newton calibration data is put on a rolling release and thus has no version number. In order to get the source spectra, we selected a circular extraction region around the center of the emission, while the background area contained a large source-free area on the same CCD. The extraction tools (EVSELECT for XMM and SPECEX-TRACT for Chandra) delivered the source and background spectra as well as the redistribution matrix and the ancillary response files.
The spectra were modeled by using the package XSPEC (Arnaud 1996), assuming a plasma model (VAPEC -an emission spectrum for collisionally ionized diffuse plasma, based on the ATOMDB code [v.2.0.2]) combined with an absorption column model (WABS) based on the cross-sections from Morrison & McCammon (1983) . The element abundance values in the VAPEC models were set to typical values for pre-main sequence stars, 3 http://xmm.esac.esa.int/xsa/ 4 http://cxc.harvard.edu/cda/ as chosen by the XEST project (see also Table 3 , Güdel et al. 2007) , unless otherwise noted in Table 3 . Either a one component (1T), a two component (2T) or a three component (3T) emission model is fitted to the data. Highly absorbed sources or scarce data allow only for 1T fits. In some cases sources show such a high absorption that it is impossible to fix the higher temperature due to low constraints on the slope of the harder (meaning more energetic >1keV) part of the spectrum. In both these cases the higher temperature was fixed to 10 keV. The fit delivers the absorption column density towards the source N H , the plasma emission temperature T X for each component. Finally, the unabsorbed spectrum is calculated after setting the absorption column density parameter to zero, and the flux is derived by integrating over the energy range from 0.3-10 keV. Hardness is defined by H−S H+S , with H and S denoting the hard part (1-10 keV) and the soft part (0.3-1 keV) of the spectrum respectively. Thus the hardness factor delivers a value between 1 and -1, showing a hard spectrum in the case of ∼1 and a soft spectrum in the case of ∼ -1. Results from the fitting process are given in Table 4 .
Ultraviolet
Ultraviolet data were collected from different resources. Spectra were obtained from the archives of the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE Imaging Spectrograph (STIS), the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) and the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS). All multi-instrument data is integrated over a number of wavelength bins and then combined with weights as 1/σ 2 , where sigma is the given instrument error after integration. An iterative procedure is carried out where the number of retrieved spectral points is lowered step-by-step, until statistically relevant data is 
The idea for this procedure is from Valenti et al. (2000 Valenti et al. ( , 2003 , but we have modified it to include multi-instrument data, and we have added the idea to lower number of bins until statistically significant data is obtained. Below we summarize the main characteristics of each data type used and its applicability in our data collection.
-IUE's short and long wavelength spectroscopic cameras provided low resolution (R ≈ 400) spectra covering the 1150 − 1980 Å and 1850 − 3350 Å windows, respectively. Often, a large number of data files exists per source in the archive 8 , however we have typically used the first ∼ 20 with the longest integration times for each source. IUE averaged spectra as treated in Valenti et al. (2000 Valenti et al. ( , 2003 were collected for comparisons but not used, as we combine IUE data along with spectra from other instruments.
-The Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) covers the important 900 − 1190 Å band in high resolution (R ≈ 20000). The FUSE data may be affected by a number of emission lines due to the residual Earth atmosphere, also known as "airglow". At first, FUSE data on faint disk sources may appear quite noisy, however combining and processing as described in App. B can lead to high quality data in the very important region around 1000 Å . -The HST Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) and Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) cover wavelengths 1150 − 3600 Å and for our purposes the range 1150 − 3200 Å in very different resolutions up to R > ∼ 10 000. High resolution data come in chunks that rarely cover large wavelength ranges, so they need to be combined. Combined HST Table 4 . Results from the X-ray reduction; "soft" and "hard" subscripts correspond to the 0.3 -1 KeV and 1 -10 KeV spectral regions, respectively. Hardness is defined in the text. datasets including lower resolution ACS data, are provided in Yang et al. (2012) 9 .
The original datasets are therefore inhomogeneous, as they originate from different instruments with different resolutions, integration times and sensitivities. Moreover, some sources were targeted multiple times with a number of different instruments 9 http://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/ttauriatlas/table.html (see also Table 2 .2). Intrinsic variation in the UV spectra as a result of changing accretion rates is expected, it is however beyond the scope of this study. As a first step, exceedingly noisy spectra were discarded after visual inspection. We note that IUE data shortward of the Ly α (λ ≈ 1215 Å) show abnormally high fluxes when compared to HST/COS spectra and were consequently not used. IUE data longward of about 3100 Å can become exceedingly noisy and were also disregarded. We also note that while
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An example of a co-added UV spectrum is presented in Fig. 3 for HD163296, while more plots for all other sources are provided as online material in Figure 4 .
For the cases that UV spectra were not available, we have collected photometric data points from a number of space facilities, namely:
-The Ultraviolet Sky Survey Telescope (UVSST) onboard the TD1 satellite (Humphries et al. 1976 ), provides photometry down to 10th mag in four UV 4 bands at 1565 Å, 1965 Å, 2365 Å and 2740 Å.
-The ultraviolet photometer of the Astronomical Netherlands Satellite (ANS) having 5 bands at 1500 Å, 1800 Å, 2500 Å and 3300 Å (Wesselius et al. 1982 ).
-The Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX) mission provided wide band photometry in two windows; the FUV channel between 1350 and 1750 Å and the NUV channel between 1750 and 2800 Å (Morrissey et al. 2007 ).
Visual
Visual data are considered the photometric data in all major photometric systems that can traditionally be observed from ground based facilities. Visual data have been collected using customized query scripts that scan and automatically retrieve data from online data archives. Such resources include:
-The Amateur Sky Survey (TASS) of the Northern Sky, measured Mark IV magnitudes which are then converted to Johnson-Cousins V-and I-magnitudes (Richmond 2007 ). -General Catalogue of Photometric Data II (GCPD), was queried for standard photometric systems (Mermilliod et al. 1997 ).
-Sloan Digital Sky Survey Photometric Catalog, release 8 (Adelman- McCarthy & release 6 (AdelmanMcCarthy et al. 2008 ). -DENIS J-K photometry (Kimeswenger et al. 2004 ).
-USNO-B1 All Sky Catalogue (Monet et al. 2003 ).
-VizieR Online Data Catalog: Homogeneous Means in the UBV System (Mermilliod 2006 ). -The Geneva-Copenhagen survey of the solar neighbourhood.
III. Improved distances, ages, and kinematics (Holmberg et al. 2009 ). -Catalogue of stars measured in the Geneva Observatory photometric system (Rufener 1988 ). -VizieR Online Data Catalog: Catalogue of Stellar Photometry in Johnson's 11-color system (Ducati 2002 ). -All-sky compiled catalogue of 2.5 million stars, comprising data from HIPPARCHOS, Tycho, PPM and CMC11 catalogues (Kharchenko 2001 ). -UBVRIJKLMNH photoelectric photometric catalogue (Morel & Magnenat 1978 ). -Uvby β photoelectric photometric catalogue (Hauck & Mermilliod 1998 ). -Uvby β photometry of 1017 stars earlier than G0 in the Centaurus-Crux-Musca-Chamaeleon direction (Corradi & Franco 1995 ). -Tycho-2 bright source catalogue (Høg et al. 2000 ).
-The HIPPARCOS and TYCHO catalogues. (ESA 1997).
-SDSS g,r,i,z filters calculated from HIPPARCHOS and TY-CHO data (Ofek 2008 ). -Catalogue of photoelectric photometry in the Vilnius system (Straizys et al. 1989 ). -Hipparchos catalogue photometric filters (Perryman et al. 1997)
The offset positions for different sets of observations along with proper motion vectors were visually inspected and subsequently selected/deselected by hand. In order to maintain homogeneity in our datasets, fluxes and corresponding errors were converted from original units to Jy. Data from different catalogues were cross-correlated and checked against and flags were applied according to their quality. If no flux errors were given in the original catalogues, a nominal 10% error was assumed, which sometimes was increased to 30% for particularly unreliable passbands.
There are some noticeable trends among the collected visual datasets. The SDSS data, for example, are of high quality but the survey was designed to be deep, so that background sources are sometimes confused with our intended targets. Such cases are easily identifiable and corrected. Photometric data from DE-NIS/VLTI are often saturated for rather bright sources, and in such cases data are flagged as unreliable. Data from the USNO-B1 survey suffer from rather high uncertainties, estimated between 30 and 50%, and the photometric filters of the survey are not well defined (Monet et al. 2003) .
Near infrared
For the purposes of the present data collection, near-infrared lies between 0.8 (i.e. the Johnson I band) and ∼2.2 µm (K S band). In addition to the references from the Visual wavelengths that also apply here in some cases (the DENIS/ VLTI datasets, for example), near infrared data were additionally collected from the following resources:
-Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) (Cutri et al. , 2003 .
Background Experiment (DIRBE) Point Source Catalog (Smith et al. 2004 ). -J, H, and Ks for sources in Chameleon were retrieved from Carpenter et al. (2002) .
Mid and far-IR
Mid-and far-infrared refers here to photometric and spectroscopic data data between 5 and 200 µm, observed mainly with space facilities. Data collection in this wavelength range consists of already reduced and previously published data, and quite often different reductions of the same dataset exist. The wavelength range is of particular importance for the proper modeling of the dust content in disks. Therefore special care has been taken in order to evaluate the different datasets and reductions, in order to provide high quality data of silicate features, especially the most intense one centered at ∼10 µm.
The mid-and far-infrared data were collected from the following resources:
-The Faint Source Catalogue (Moshir & et al. 1990) (Luhman et al. 2010 ). -Spitzer IRAC data from "Taurus Spitzer Survey: New Candidate Taurus Members Selected Using Sensitive Mid-Infrared Photometry" (Rebull et al. 2010 ). -Spitzer spectrophotometric data from "The Formation and Evolution of Planetary Systems: Placing Our Solar System in Context with Spitzer", (Meyer et al. 2006 ). -Data from the "The Cornell Atlas of Spitzer/IRS Sources (CASSIS 10 )" (Lebouteiller et al. 2011 ). -Data from the Spitzer Map of the Taurus Molecular Clouds (Padgett et al. 2006 ). -AKARI/IRC mid-infrared all-sky survey (Murakami et al. 2007; Ishihara et al. 2010 ). -Spitzer/IRS data from the "The Different Evolution of Gas and Dust in Disks around Sun-Like and Cool Stars" project (Pascucci et al. 2009 ). -Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX) Infrared Point Source Catalog 11 (Egan et al. 2003 ). -Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE 12 ) catalogue ).
-Herschel/PACS spectra for sources in the Upper Scorpius star-forming region (Mathews et al. 2013 ).
-Herschel/PACS spectra from the "Gas in Protoplanetary Systems Survey" (GASPS) (Meeus et al. 2012; Dent et al. 2013 ). -Herschel/PACS spectra from the "Dust, Ice and Gas in Time Survey" (DIGIT, Green et al. 2016; Fedele et al. 2013; Meeus et al. 2012 Meeus et al. , 2013 Cieza et al. 2013 ). -Herschel/SPIRE spectra sample of Herbig Ae/Be systems from van der Wiel et al. (2014) .
Submillimeter and millimeter wavelength data (continuum)
Continuum data in the (sub)-millimeter come from a large number of facilities, including both single-dish telescopes and interferometers, and were mainly compiled from published articles. In the following we give a complete description of these resources per wavelength band. 
Gas lines
Fluxes for gas lines along with spectral line profiles have been retrieved from a limited number of gas-line surveys of protoplanetary disks. More lines were handpicked for individual sources and from articles focusing on the modeling of gas lines with thermochemical codes (e.g. Carmona et al. 2014; Woitke et al. 2018 ).
-CO J=1-0, 2-1 transitions from Schaefer et al. (2009 (Fedele et al. 2013; Meeus et al. 2012 Meeus et al. , 2013 Mathews et al. 2010 Mathews et al. , 2013 Dent et al. 2013 ) -Herschel SPIRE lines (van der Wiel et al. 2014 ) -Spitzer lines (Pontoppidan et al. 2010; Salyk et al. 2011; Boogert et al. 2008; Öberg et al. 2008; Pontoppidan et al. 2008; Bottinelli et al. 2010 ).
Space-born data was complemented by data and/or line measurements from ground-based high-spectral resolution near-and mid-IR surveys:
-CO ro-vibrational data from the ESO-VLT/CRIRES large program "The planet-forming zones of disks around solarmass stars" (PI. van Dishoeck) 13 Brown et al. 2013; Banzatti et al. 2017 ).
-CO ro-vibrational line-measurements from (Najita et al. 2003; Blake & Boogert 2004; Carmona et al. 2014 ) -Near-and mid-IR H 2 emission in Herbig Ae/Be stars (Carmona et al. 2011; Bitner et al. 2008; Carmona et al. 2008; Martin-Zaïdi et al. 2010 ) -Millimeter and submillimeter line surveys (Dutrey et al. 1996; Öberg et al. 2010 , 2011 Guilloteau et al. 2012; Fuente et al. 2010; Bergin et al. 2013; Cleeves et al. 2015) .
Auxiliary data and model results.
As a starting point for modeling efforts, we have collected descriptive parameters of the central protostar from ∼60 refereed articles. A detailed account of these records is given in Table 6 , along with corresponding references. Stellar parameters along with the interstellar extinction are used as starting points for dust radiative transfer and thermochemical models. Along with the observational data collection, we employ the same database infrastructure to also provide results from models that were run on a subset of sources. These results include accurate SED fits to 27 sources along with consistent 18 dust and gas models using the DiscAnalysis standards as described in Woitke et al. (2018) .
Modeling is divided into three major phases. The first phase involves fitting of stellar and extinction properties, using the UV to near-IR data. Xray-derived extinction data was partly used, but only to see which range of extinction data it supports, in the case of multiple, degenerate extinction estimations. The second phase involves modeling of the SED alone using MCFOST, while the third phase involves the DIANA-standard fitting, using either a combination of MCFOST with ProDiMo, MCMax with ProDiMo, or just ProDiMo alone. We mention that all codes employed have been benchmarked for consistency (Woitke et al. 2016) .
Duiring the first modeling phase, additional photometric data are searched for, and initial values for e.g. T eff , extinction, distance and luminosity values are looked up in previous spectral analysis papers. The fitting is then made by varying T eff , L star and A V by a genetic algorithm (evolutionary strategy) until a good fit with all selected photometric and (for Herbig Ae) soft UV data is obtained. The fit uses standard PHOENIX photospheric model spectra (which have no additional hot components). M star and log(g) are found by using stellar evolutionary tracks from Siess et al. (2000) . In some cases it is necessary to connect the photospheric model with the UV observations by a power-law. In other cases (mostly for Herbig Ae stars) there is a good overlap. Other groups proceed in a different way here, using early-type template spectra from selected sources, which have veiled photospheric emission already built-in. During the first phase M star , L star , T eff , log(g), A V , spectral type, distance and age are estimated as a result of the modeling process. However, initial values for a subset of these parameters can be collected from the rich literature which then are used as a starting point for the modeling (e.g. see Table 6 ).
The second phase involves a collection of additional photometric points, extending from the near IR to millimeter wavelengths, including far-IR lines from Herschel and ISO. If PAH features are apparent in the Spitzer/IRS spectra, we include the PAH fitting (amount and average charge of PAHs) consistently in the SED fitting. As a result from the fitting process, the dust mass, disk size and shape, the dust settling and the dust-grain size parameters are constrained and if applicable, the amount and charge of PAHs. The result for 27 SED-fitted sources are included in the database and examples are presented in Fig. 5 .
In the third phase, line fluxes, line profiles, with resolved images from ALMA and NICMOS or visibility data from PIO-NIER and MIDI are included. The modeller decides which data to trust and which not (for example because the data is contaminated by backgroud/foreground cloud emission), assigns fitting weight to each observation, then follows the most appropriate fitting strategy, e.g. genetic fitting algorithm or by-hand-fitting. Fitting in phases two and three starts assuming a single-zone disk without gaps. If this fails, then a two-zone disk model is employed with a possible gap between the two zones. During the third phase, all phase 2 data refitted, where in particular the radial extension, tapering parameters and shadow-casting from the inner to the outer zones can now be fitted using line observations, while the gas/dust ratio is constrained.
The methods are detailed in Woitke et al. (2016 Woitke et al. ( , 2018 , and the results are listed in Table 7 for 27 sources. The second step of the modelling is to determine the disc shape, dust and PAH properties by means of highly automated SED-fits. The result for 27 SED-fitted sources are included in the database and examples are presented in Fig. 5. 
Summary
In this paper we presented a large sample of Class II and III, T Tauri and Herbig Ae systems with spectral types ranging from B9 to M3 which cover ages between 1 and 10 Myr. The sample of 85 sources in expected to include another 30-40 sources in the near future, rendering this one of the largest and most complete collections of its kind. The collection was assembled combining data from more than 50 observational facilities and 100 published articles in a transparent manner, so that each dataset can be back-traced to each original resources. In addition, 27 of the sources in the collection have their SEDs consistently modeled with dust radiative transfer models (MCFOST, MCMAX and ProDiMo) 14 , and a subset of 18 that have both dust and gas consistently modeled with ProDiMo 15 . The user interface and the supporting DIOD database provide the user with the flexibility to compare different characteristics among the sample sources 14 All SED input files and output models available at: http://wwwstar.st-and.ac.uk/∼pw31/DIANA/SEDfit/ 15 Gas line input files and output models available at: http://wwwstar.st-and.ac.uk/∼pw31/DIANA/DIANAstandard/ and models, but also directly download data for further use. We believe that this collection with its future extensions will provide a reference point, facilitating observational and modeling studies of protoplanetary disks.
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HD 100546 B9 Siess et al. (2000) , using T eff & L as input, (2) : FUV luminosity from 91.2 to 205 nm, as seen by the disk, (3) : hard FUV luminosity from 91.2 to 111 nm, as seen by the disk, (4) : X-ray luminosity for photon energies > 0.1 keV, as seen by the disk, (5) : hard X-ray luminosity from 1 keV to 10 keV, as seen by the disk, (6) : no matching track, values from closest point at T eff = 9650 K and L = 42 L , (7) : no matching track, values from closest point at T eff = 10000 K and L = 42 L , (8) : no UV data, model uses an UV-powerlaw with f UV = 0.025 and p UV = 0.2 (see Woitke et al. 2016 ) (9) : no detailed X-ray data available, model uses a bremsstrahlungs-spectrum with L X = 8.8 × 10 28 erg/s and T X = 20 MK, based on archival XMM survey data (M. Güdel, priv. comm.), (10) : "low-UV state" model, where a purely photospheric spectrum is assumed, (11) : no X-ray data available, X-ray data taken from HD 97048, (12) : no matching track, values from closest point at T eff = 7050 K and L = 7 L , (13) : no X-ray data available, (14) : resolved binary, 2× spectral type M1, luminosities 0.69 L and 0.56 L , separation 0.094 ≈ 13 AU ), (15) : derived from fitting our UV, photometric optical and X-ray data (16) : no matching track, values taken from (Drabek-Maunder et al. 2016; Kraus et al. 2012) , (17) : no UV data, model uses f UV = 0.01 and p UV = 2 (see Woitke et al. 2016 , App. A for explanations), (18) : no X-ray data, model uses L X = 10 30 erg/s and T X = 20 MK (see Woitke et al. 2016 , App. A for explanations).
HD 100546 HD 95881
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Appendix A.1: The end-user interface
The database functionalities for the end-user are limited to searching, inspecting and downloading datasets and models for either single or multiple sources. When the Download window is selected in the welcome page, the user is redirected to the data search and retrieval interface. As in most pages of the interface, a short description of the available functions are displayed on the top part. At this stage the user is provided with two options: either search for a source by name, or select sources from a list that is returned when the List all objects button is selected (Fig. A.1 ). In the list window, presented in Fig. A.2 the user can search the database for alternative source names as provided by online name resolvers. In addition, selection of a source name brings into the foreground a pop-up window, which provides detailed information on the source as retrieved by the SIMBAD, NED and VizieR/CDS name servers (Fig. A.3) .
Once one or more sources are selected, they appear on the right panel of the search and retrieval window (Fig. A.6 ), under the Selected Objects section. At the same section, sources can be removed by selecting the "X" symbol next to each source name. Below the Select function pane, two lists appear providing the possibility to select first the Data Type (e.g. photometric points, spectra, line fluxes, line shapes, etc). For each data type, the Dataset box is populated with available options (instruments, bands, etc) . Information on all selected datasets is listed below under the pane bearing the same title. Here, the user can find information on the original source where the data is retrieved from and an active link to the original publication (if available). In addition, the user is informed on the data quality by relevant flags and comments on the data. Comments are truncated to save space, but the full comments are displayed once the user "hoovers over" the mouse pointer. 
Appendix A.2: Data preview & retrieval
Selected datasets can be previewed and compared on the plotting window. Once desired datasets/models are selected for one or more sources they are plotted using a color-encoded scheme that allows to distinguish the data origin into individual sources, datasets and instruments. For a "mouse-over" action a pop-up window displays the provenance of the specific data point (see Fig. A.4 . The basic plotting/overview functionality of DIOD; when desired datasets are selected, they can be plotting through a number of pre-selected display modes. Color encoding of the data points in the plot corresponds to different datasets/objects. When the mouse pointer is over a specific data point, a popup window displays relevant information on its provenance. Fig. A.5 ) . When the full screen plotting mode is selected, then a complete list on the provenance of all data points is provided on the left-hand side of the plot. Selected data can be prepared for direct download when the user selects the Prepare files button. If no selections under the Data Type and Dataset(s) boxes have been made, then the full dataset for the selected source is prepared. After the Prepare files button has been pressed, a Download button appears under the Selected Objects pane, and when pressed it provides the user with the selected data.
The option to inspect and select parts of the available data is only provided when a single object is selected. For multiple objects, the user can only retrieve the full datasets, which are provided as a compressed file.
Appendix B: UV data co-adding and post-processing
Here we provide a detailed account of the process followed to co-add the UV data from different instruments and observing runs. The process is divided in three basic steps, as follows: Fig. A.6 . When a single source is selected, the user can examine all available data by selecting first the Data Type and then the desired Dataset. At the bottom of the screen a detailed description of the selected dataset(s) appears, providing active links to the original work where the data is retrieved, along with quality flags and additional comments.
STEP 1: We first define wavelength-bins as
starting with j = 0 (where λ 0 = 950 Å if FUSE data is available, otherwise λ 0 = 1150 Å). Resolution R ≈ 200 is an adjustable parameter. Index j is then increased until j = J where λ J > 3350 Å is achieved, forming J wavelength bins.
STEP 2: Each observational data set d is used to (partly) fill these wavelength bins by integration as
, where c is the center wavelength of the bin j. However, even one data set d may come in several, partly overlapping chunks (echelle spectra) and some points may be flagged and hence need to be discarded. To deal with all these special cases, every valid original data point {λ
i } is assigned a spectral width as ∆λ
This width ∆λ 
Step 2 results in a number of spectra {λ 
